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morning ladies and gentlemen on this                                            
monday glad to welcome you to ask the                                           
theologian delighted that you are here                                          
today                                                                           
for your biblical theological and                                               
worldview                                                                       
questions it's 10 a.m in the mountain                                           
states and it's 6 p.m                                                           
in belgium and we have a question that                                          
comes from belgium rudy glad you are                                            
listening to us uh rudy uh says                                                 
let's see not too much about                                                    
dispensational teaching here in belgium                                         
we need to fix that rudy                                                        
you can be the one to start                                                     
dispensation a dispensational movement                                          
in belgium                                                                      
you know it is uh i think                                                       
a sad thing that                                                                
england and then                                                                
to some degree greater europe as well                                           
was the seedbed of dispensationalism                                            
but now it's uh very hard to find                                               
dispensational teaching in especially                                           
continental europe very difficult to                                            
find it there is some                                                           
uh but it's difficult to find and                                               
there's you know a tiny bit                                                     
uh you could fit all the                                                        
dispensationalists in england probably                                          
uh in this room and uh have a little                                            
room to spare                                                                   
so we're glad you're here rudy thank you                                        
for uh                                                                          
listening to us uh 6 p.m there i'm                                              
really interested in learning more about                                        
the literal way of reading the bible                                            
i've been trying to                                                             
uh i try to be online for ask the                                               
theologian as                                                                   
uh often as possible i know you prefer                                          
questions being asked live but my mother                                        
tongue is french and i have to prepare                                          
to be understandable                                                            
but if you put in a                                                             
very poorly worded english question                                             
we will forgive you i mean                                                      
to tell you the truth a lot of our                                              
american audience                                                               
i have to do a lot of interpretation on                                         
that question to try to figure out what                                         
in the world are they asking                                                    
so i appreciate you uh rudy okay let's                                          
get on to the question number one is                                            
this the best place to send questions                                           
for ask the theologian outside                                                  
livestream                                                                      



no the best place to send it he sent it                                         
to randy at randywhiteministries.org it                                         
does go to me but sometimes you get lost                                        
gets lost there the best place is                                               
question                                                                        
at randywhiteministries.org                                                     
and uh that um i only get questions                                             
there                                                                           
so i don't lose them typically                                                  
question at randywhiteministries.org any                                        
of them work that's just the best one                                           
now question number two uh an                                                   
introduction                                                                    
about first thessalonians a question                                            
about the introduction of first                                                 
thessalonians now                                                               
his question here actually i ended up                                           
addressing it yesterday but i want to go                                        
ahead and                                                                       
get it today because i do think it's                                            
important he says i'm a little confused                                         
i would                                                                         
like to have some details about the                                             
recipients of the letter                                                        
in acts chapter 17 verse 4 we read about                                        
the devout greeks if i understand                                               
these were jews these these were jews                                           
but were called greeks because they                                             
lived in greece                                                                 
bollinger in his introduction uh                                                
says although some of the jews believed                                         
it was composed man                                                             
although some of the jews believed it                                           
was composed mainly of the gentiles                                             
so you seem to disagree with bollinger                                          
here could they be called proselytes                                            
and what exactly is a proselyte okay                                            
i did again i mentioned this just                                               
briefly yesterday                                                               
in our uh first thessalonians series but                                        
i want to                                                                       
uh bring this up and uh speak to it                                             
let's see am i on                                                               
do i have my computer hooked up there                                           
he's going to connect it because i don't                                        
really remember all that                                                        
uh stuff and then i'll show you a little                                        
uh something                                                                    
and uh bullinger does disagree with me                                          
or maybe i should say i disagree with                                           
bollinger                                                                       
i do think that acts chapter 17                                                 
they are in the synagogue and it is the                                         
devout                                                                          
jews that are um                                                                
excuse me there there are jews                                                  
a great number of i believe it says a                                           
multitude                                                                       
of devout greeks that uh                                                        
are uh uh                                                                       
part of uh the thessalonican                                                    
congregation here let's go to                                                   



acts chapter 17                                                                 
uh about uh yeah verse four                                                     
and uh here the scripture says                                                  
some of them believed this is the jews                                          
so some of them believed and being                                              
consorted                                                                       
aligned with paul and silas                                                     
and of the devout greeks a great                                                
multitude                                                                       
and of the chief women not a few                                                
now this uh phrase right here devout                                            
greeks first of all i have not done this                                        
before but let's check that english                                             
phrase                                                                          
in the scripture and see that is the                                            
only time                                                                       
that we have that particular                                                    
uh phraseology in english let's check                                           
the                                                                             
strong's greek word for devout                                                  
and uh yeah used ten times here                                                 
uh used down in the same chapter in                                             
chapter 17 verse 17                                                             
therefore disputed he in the synagogue                                          
with the jews and the devout persons                                            
in the market daily with him that met                                           
him this is in                                                                  
athens i believe if i'm not mistaken                                            
let's just jump there for a moment                                              
devout persons let's check this in the                                          
greek pardon me as i make that a little                                         
bit larger for us                                                               
um and                                                                          
uh                                                                              
the the worshipers basically is what it                                         
says and so this is why they've gone                                            
with devout uh                                                                  
persons because in the english language                                         
uh                                                                              
with the jews and the uh                                                        
and and and those who worshipped is                                             
is a possibility it's in the um                                                 
uh the middle tense which is a difficult                                        
one to do                                                                       
a participle worshiping those who were                                          
worshiping                                                                      
those who were devout as you can see                                            
let's see what uh young literal has                                             
uh done with that except i just                                                 
inadvertently closed out my young's                                             
literals so we'll just open that back                                           
again                                                                           
um and with the worshipping persons                                             
now persons is uh really                                                        
i probably would have uh                                                        
would have italicized that but the                                              
challenge is there's just nothing you                                           
can do with it uh                                                               
you you've got to insert something to                                           
make it work into english                                                       
so uh with the devout persons with the                                          
worshiping persons                                                              



again even in athens as you look at this                                        
therefore he deve                                                               
he disputed in the synagogue disputed                                           
does not carry the negative connotation                                         
that we have in modern english                                                  
he uh disputed he carried on he had                                             
conversations with                                                              
he had a discourse with the in the                                              
synagogue with the jews                                                         
and the devout persons these are devout                                         
persons these are worshipping people who                                        
are in the synagogue                                                            
now what are they worshiping who are                                            
they worshiping                                                                 
that would be the same issue going                                              
uh back to acts chapter 17                                                      
4 the devout here it is lna                                                     
the i i i would say these would be                                              
hellenistic jews they are                                                       
jews like paul who was a develo                                                 
a hellenistic jew uh paul                                                       
was born in tarsus of course and raised                                         
in jerusalem                                                                    
but nonetheless that greek background                                           
they could have been in fact i think                                            
that they are                                                                   
actually converts to judaism which is                                           
where we get into proselytes here in                                            
just a moment                                                                   
they are converts to judaism and the                                            
reason i say that is because later in                                           
the book of first thessalonians is going                                        
to talk about how they turned from                                              
idols to worship the living god they did                                        
that before paul ever met them                                                  
they were in the synagogue carrying out                                         
their worship                                                                   
so they were devout greeks now                                                  
let's go to uh bollingers on this                                               
and let's uh just take                                                          
first thessalonians in bollinger and                                            
in his introductory notes i had                                                 
previously right here put a note on it                                          
where he says although some of the jews                                         
believed it was composed it                                                     
the thessaloni thessalonican church it                                          
was composed                                                                    
mainly of gentiles i put a little note                                          
that said reading acts 17 1-2 i would                                           
question the accuracy of this                                                   
statement and so i question the                                                 
assumptions on                                                                  
bollinger now uh to uh                                                          
to get uh back to your your question                                            
here                                                                            
um who are the recipients i think the                                           
recipients                                                                      
are totally jewish                                                              
even though some of them have a judean                                          
background                                                                      
and some of them have a greek background                                        
all of them are jews that is                                                    



all of them had been circumcised                                                
therefore                                                                       
the gospel of the circumcision galatians                                        
chapter 2 verse 7                                                               
was for them all of them                                                        
were were living in obedience to the law                                        
so in our                                                                       
in our terminology today and our                                                
thinking today in our western thinking                                          
today                                                                           
we would say uh if a person                                                     
uh like uh you know rudy or randy if                                            
if i decided to i could go across the                                           
street here and say i'm going to um                                             
i'm going to join the synagogue and                                             
i could go across there and talk to the                                         
rabbi i'm ready to become a jew uh                                              
and uh he would say okay you know here's                                        
what you have to do step one two three                                          
four                                                                            
and actually uh step three four five                                            
hundred                                                                         
step seven hundred step eight hundred is                                        
not an easy thing and they would                                                
discourage it                                                                   
actually but in the end i could i could                                         
i could do it now                                                               
really all of you would say well randy's                                        
he's a gentile                                                                  
of the jewish faith if i were to do that                                        
by the way i wouldn't do that because i                                         
understand paul                                                                 
but if i were to do that you would say                                          
okay randy's a gentile but                                                      
he's jewish in religion now                                                     
in the jewish way of thinking especially                                        
the ancient jewish way of thinking you                                          
may find some modern jews in which this                                         
is a little different                                                           
they would say he is not a jew at all he                                        
is                                                                              
excuse me he is not a gentile at all he                                         
is a jew randy                                                                  
converted proselytized is a jew as a                                            
matter of fact the jews especially in                                           
israel                                                                          
will tell you that the highest pinnacle                                         
of judaism                                                                      
is to be a proselyte jew because you                                            
actually chose it                                                               
in fact they would take those like ruth                                         
you remember that ruth was a moabitus                                           
and yet ruth is at the pinnacle of                                              
judaism                                                                         
representing jews the jewish people                                             
today the orthodox especially                                                   
would say absolutely ruth is not a                                              
gentile                                                                         
ruth is a jew because gentile remember                                          
is a word that we came up with                                                  
much later to say not of                                                        
the uh the the dna of abraham isaac and                                         



jacob                                                                           
ruth was not of the dna of abraham isaac                                        
and jacob                                                                       
but was she a jew absolutely she was a                                          
jew now let me give you a little bit                                            
different illustration let's suppose                                            
that                                                                            
today someone comes and                                                         
converts from catholicism                                                       
to being a baptist                                                              
well we wouldn't have any problem at all                                        
greg is                                                                         
normally with us greg listens to us all                                         
the time he's a former catholic                                                 
and then he became a baptist i don't                                            
know if he considers himself a baptist                                          
today that's kind of a shameful thing                                           
but nonetheless we would say greg                                               
is a baptist we would never say oh greg                                         
is a                                                                            
catholic who worships in the baptist                                            
church                                                                          
no he is a baptist because he has                                               
converted in the same way                                                       
he is a jew i have a friend who was born                                        
in the uk                                                                       
and she was raised in the uk and she has                                        
a uk kind of accent a british accent                                            
and yet she went through the                                                    
naturalization process and became a u.s                                         
citizen                                                                         
susan is an american                                                            
and we celebrate you know she is an                                             
american she would claim                                                        
to be an american now does she have a                                           
british heritage                                                                
sure she does but she is an american so                                         
again when you come to uh                                                       
the uh the passage here in acts chapter                                         
17 verse 4                                                                      
they were of the devout greeks the                                              
worshipping greeks again                                                        
were they in the synagogue worshiping                                           
idols                                                                           
absolutely not                                                                  
if they're in the synagogue being devout                                        
which is a word for worshipping                                                 
who are they worshiping the god of                                              
abraham isaac and jacob                                                         
these were the god fearers they're                                              
called sometimes in the book of acts                                            
and and actually went beyond that                                               
god-fearers were ones who                                                       
uh were thinking about proselytizing the                                        
devout                                                                          
were the ones who had proselytized so                                           
these people were                                                               
of the jewish faith and                                                         
i would say that being of the jewish                                            
faith they were then                                                            
recipients of the promises                                                      
of the jewish faith the kingdom promises                                        



because                                                                         
in the old testament when you came into                                         
the camp of israel                                                              
and you began you put yourself into the                                         
commonwealth of israel and the covenants                                        
of israel                                                                       
then you had hope it was the hope of the                                        
kingdom it was the salvation of the                                             
kingdom that was being                                                          
offered to them these are circumcised                                           
men                                                                             
they are jews and there's a great                                               
multitude of them                                                               
so when bollinger says although some                                            
of the jews believed it was composed                                            
mainly of                                                                       
gentiles i would say wait a minute                                              
yeah they were gentile in their dna                                             
a multitude agree you know devout greeks                                        
of great multitude                                                              
but what were they in their religion                                            
they had placed themselves                                                      
into the commonwealth and the covenants                                         
of israel and that's                                                            
where they came from they did not come                                          
out of paganism you could probably                                              
take a book like let's say galatians and                                        
see                                                                             
okay the people of the churches of                                              
galatia came out of paganism                                                    
that is not true of the church at                                               
thessalonica                                                                    
they came out of judaism as a matter of                                         
fact                                                                            
that's not even an accurate way of                                              
saying it because they really didn't                                            
come out of judaism                                                             
they became messianic jews if you would                                         
uh and uh carried that out so i                                                 
appreciate                                                                      
the question rudy from uh belgium                                               
a proselyte let me uh uh nail this one                                          
down here a little bit                                                          
uh could they be called proselytites and                                        
what exactly is a proselyte yes                                                 
uh that that is what uh they would be                                           
called                                                                          
i believe uh                                                                    
if i can spell proselyte                                                        
uh i tell you what i'm going to do is um                                        
go over here to rudy's email because                                            
he speaks french uh proselyte                                                   
trying to get the spelling right uh                                             
i think that the word proselyte                                                 
is in the book of acts um                                                       
and                                                                             
the only problem is i don't know how to                                         
spell it tell me how to spell proselyte                                         
corey                                                                           
corey doesn't know how to spell it                                              
either either better it's not in there                                          
it's not                                                                        



it's not popping up uh do a do a                                                
computer yeah ask the computer how to                                           
spell proselyte it's somewhere like                                             
there's no t                                                                    
yes i didn't think so p r just go with                                          
it p r o                                                                        
s e l s                                                                         
e l y t e                                                                       
p r o s e l                                                                     
y t e okay that is not coming up so                                             
maybe i'm gonna do one more search here                                         
let's go to the uh                                                              
uh let's do a bible search all                                                  
and we're going to go to proselyte                                              
uh we're even going to let it spell it                                          
for us and we're going to                                                       
say okay i knew it was in there                                                 
somewhere                                                                       
acts chapter 6 verse 5. nicholas                                                
a proselyte of antioch                                                          
so acts chapter 6 the saying please the                                         
whole multitude                                                                 
they chose stephen a man full of faith                                          
so it's nicholas is one of the seven                                            
that are sometimes called deacons                                               
and he is a proselyte of antioch now                                            
what had he converted to                                                        
did he convert to the baptist church                                            
downtown jerusalem                                                              
no they were jews in acts chapter 6.                                            
he had converted to jews so that word i                                         
believe it is just a greek word                                                 
yes                                                                             
let's pull up that strong's word here                                           
and                                                                             
uh prosperous lettuce uh from                                                   
the uh pros erica my okay                                                       
uh toward a going to um so                                                      
here they have simply transliterated                                            
basically let's see what strong says                                            
right here                                                                      
may or may not agree with them the                                              
rabbis distinguish two classes of                                               
proselytes proselytes of righteousness                                          
who receive circumcision and bound                                              
themselves to keep the whole of the                                             
mosaic law                                                                      
and to comply with the requirements of                                          
judaism and proselytes of the gate                                              
who dwelt among the jews and although                                           
uncircumcised                                                                   
observed certain specific laws                                                  
especially the seven                                                            
principles of noah that is against the                                          
seven chief sins of idolatry blasphemy                                          
against god homicide                                                            
unchastity theft or plundering rebellion                                        
against uh rulers                                                               
and the use of the uh the flesh of the                                          
blood thereof                                                                   
now i would agree with this that there                                          
there were these sort of two classes of                                         



proselytes                                                                      
uh those this this latter class here                                            
of those who are uncircumcised uh                                               
not bound to the law but they were                                              
uncircumcised and observed certain                                              
specific laws                                                                   
those in the new testament are called                                           
god fearers cornelius was a god-fearer                                          
he may have                                                                     
he probably did actually proselytize                                            
after peter came to him but prior to                                            
that he was a god-fearer                                                        
you see the the god fears many times                                            
those are those that have not                                                   
proselytized                                                                    
but they honor uh the jewish                                                    
faith and what is called the seven                                              
precepts of noah                                                                
or the seven laws of noah i appreciate                                          
your question hope that is helpful uh                                           
for you                                                                         
rudy and appreciate again you being here                                        
from belgium now let's go into                                                  
some of our live uh questions uh                                                
today uh like keith in pennsylvania                                             
referring to your outline yesterday                                             
first thessalonians can                                                         
only the elect of god believe                                                   
in jesus as both messiah                                                        
and savior i want to                                                            
um i want to say yes but then i want to                                         
clarify that just a little bit in fact                                          
let me go back to a part of rudy's email                                        
that i skipped because it                                                       
relates here rudy says hello dr white my                                        
name is rudy i live in belgium he has a                                         
last name too but i can't pronounce it                                          
uh i live in belgium i would say                                                
i am a born-again believer you                                                  
understand                                                                      
what i mean not knowing too much about                                          
dispensational teaching now                                                     
that just tells me that rudy's been                                             
listening for a while                                                           
and he understands that i would not                                             
necessarily use the term born again                                             
believer                                                                        
and i would say born again for the                                              
nation of israel                                                                
but he also understands it's very much                                          
used in evangelical circles                                                     
and you know billy graham wrote the                                             
famous book about being born again or                                           
was that                                                                        
chuck coulson excuse me chuck colson                                            
wrote the book born again                                                       
and uh he uh uh you know the the term is                                        
used all the time                                                               
so if rudy even even without his little                                         
statement there saying hey i'm a                                                
born-again believer in belgium                                                  
i would have totally understood what he                                         



meant                                                                           
now because he said you know what i mean                                        
i also know that he's a beginning                                               
student in dispensationalism by the way                                         
any donation to randy white ministry are                                        
orders to dispensational publishing                                             
we're sticking this book in right here                                          
dispensationalism for dummies                                                   
just put it right in rudy you contact me                                        
and i'll make sure you get a                                                    
pdf uh and uh                                                                   
since you're in belgium the postage                                             
might be worth more than the                                                    
uh everything else involved in it but                                           
i'll make sure you get it now                                                   
that brings me the fact that okay we use                                        
born again but a good                                                           
right dividing dispensationalist would                                          
go a different way                                                              
so on keith's question just the same can                                        
only the elective god believe in jesus                                          
both as messiah and savior                                                      
from a good right dividing                                                      
dispensational perspective                                                      
i would say that is the more accurate                                           
way to say it                                                                   
because the messiah is the one                                                  
who is anointed to come and wear this                                           
crown                                                                           
and therefore it is only the                                                    
elect of god who are the jewish people                                          
the chosen nation                                                               
they are looking for the messiah now                                            
in a sense do do you and i keith do we                                          
believe                                                                         
that jesus is the messiah                                                       
we we even trust him to come and someday                                        
be                                                                              
messiah but the more accurate way that                                          
you and i would say it                                                          
is that jesus is the jewish messiah                                             
he is the jewish anointed one he is the                                         
promised one                                                                    
i got to say this correctly there was no                                        
known revealed information                                                      
that jesus was going to do uh this over                                         
here                                                                            
this was a mystery that was hidden so to                                        
a messiah                                                                       
just means anointed one there wasn't                                            
the promise that jesus was or the the                                           
the son of god                                                                  
was going to come and offer                                                     
salvation by grace through faith not of                                         
yourselves                                                                      
he's not anointed to do that that is a                                          
special a blue light special that is a                                          
something that was unforeseen that is                                           
grace that was given here                                                       
so he is savior on this side                                                    
he is messiah on this side maybe we                                             
should add to our uh                                                            



our chart here uh so you and i                                                  
as gentiles                                                                     
uh or even uh in a sense as a jew today                                         
working on on individual salvation those                                        
of us                                                                           
to receive individual salvation we come                                         
to jesus as                                                                     
savior do we believe that jesus is the                                          
jewish messiah                                                                  
absolutely we don't believe that we have                                        
uh the savior over here who's uh you                                            
know let's call him uh                                                          
um uh bubba and the uh                                                          
messiah over here who is called jesus                                           
and god sent baba to save and he sent                                           
jesus to                                                                        
messiah no he's he's the same person                                            
so in that sense of being the same                                              
person yeah anybody can believe jesus is                                        
messiah                                                                         
but in the theological sense of                                                 
being our messiah no i don't think so                                           
you know there's that uh song                                                   
i want to say uh uh who is the                                                  
charismatic down in southern california                                         
jack hayford i think this is a jack                                             
hayford song                                                                    
uh that wrote that little song about uh                                         
jesus messiah                                                                   
king of ren what's the word say you know                                        
uh something of king of all nations                                             
maybe                                                                           
whatever that is it i remember that the                                         
little line                                                                     
jesus messiah now is he jesus messiah                                           
yes i'm not real comfortable with the                                           
song for a number of reasons i'm almost                                         
sure it's a kenneth hagin song uh                                               
or jack hayford song excuse me uh                                               
jesus messiah                                                                   
let's see if we can find the lyrics to                                          
that um                                                                         
gaither vocal band play it here's a                                             
chris tomlin although i don't believe he                                        
wrote it but i think it'll give us nope                                         
that's a video i don't want a video uh                                          
and                                                                             
jesus messiah lyrics here we go                                                 
um it                                                                           
is uh yeah                                                                      
now how do i get rid of the ad                                                  
uh                                                                              
huh they're they're getting tricky                                              
because those of us who use brave block                                         
ads                                                                             
so now somehow i can add ads or                                                 
buy an ad and a removal pass                                                    
i think i'll just skip that                                                     
and find a different website because                                            
there's plenty of websites out there i                                          
can use without that                                                            
he became sam who knew no sin that we                                           



might become his righteousness he                                               
humbled himself and carried his cross                                           
now                                                                             
that's true love's so amazing love so                                           
amazing jesus messiah                                                           
name above all names blessed redeemer                                           
emmanuel                                                                        
the rescue for sinners the ransom from                                          
heaven jesus messiah                                                            
lord of all now the way that's worded                                           
uh puts that see who wrote that song                                            
just make sure i don't blame jack                                               
hayford for something he didn't do                                              
uh the it may be a chris tomlin song uh                                         
the way this                                                                    
is written it is                                                                
jesus our messiah it doesn't say that                                           
but it certainly implies it name above                                          
all names                                                                       
our blessed redeemer our emmanuel                                               
the rescue for sinners that's a savior                                          
aspect the ransom from heaven                                                   
that's a little more of a that one it's                                         
actually more i would say a messiah                                             
aspect jesus messiah lord of all                                                
so the problem with so much of this                                             
music and                                                                       
are we it is chris tomlin uh sorry jack                                         
heyford you wrote some bad songs too                                            
uh but it mixes kingdom and grace                                               
puts all that together so now going uh                                          
back to the question from                                                       
keith in pennsylvania uh                                                        
can only the elect                                                              
believe in jesus both as messiah and                                            
savior i think                                                                  
in the in the best theological sense                                            
yes if i went to                                                                
let's say somebody invited me to come                                           
speak in their church and i did and the                                         
uh they sang jesus messiah name above                                           
all names                                                                       
i wouldn't uh i wouldn't say anything i                                         
wouldn't stop so i can't believe y'all's                                        
chose such a                                                                    
bad dispensational song because the                                             
truth is                                                                        
99 of the songs out there are                                                   
dispensationally poor and uh                                                    
people get tired of singing two songs                                           
over and over                                                                   
i guess uh but uh                                                               
nonetheless uh thank you manny in san                                           
antonio                                                                         
says how do we come to believing in god                                         
if romans 3 11                                                                  
says there is none that understand                                              
there's none that seeketh after god                                             
let's pull up                                                                   
that passage of scripture here romans                                           
chapter 3                                                                       
verse 11 there's none that understandeth                                        



there is                                                                        
none that seeketh after god they're all                                         
gone out of the way                                                             
they're all together become unprofitable                                        
there's none that doeth good no not one                                         
i think that you may remember                                                   
a few weeks back i wrote                                                        
a um a blog                                                                     
article that                                                                    
um has uh                                                                       
by the way new blog articles coming up                                          
today for those of you who are                                                  
in the united states and care about                                             
non-profit                                                                      
status uh 501c3 i'm going to put that up                                        
today it's not there yet but                                                    
a working dad that's a good one too you                                         
should go read that                                                             
a couple on interpreting parables keep                                          
going the pastor dressed for                                                    
ministry                                                                        
taking your children to church is a                                             
confessional statement necessary who                                            
killed the church                                                               
children of the king james bible the                                            
danger being over prepared the                                                  
importance of talking to children it's                                          
here somewhere                                                                  
let's go to the second page and uh                                              
let's see we're giving ah here it is uh                                         
this comes back from october the 27th                                           
the source determines the application                                           
why the old testament prophecies are not                                        
ours now i bring that up                                                        
because there is none that understandeth                                        
there is none that seeketh after god if                                         
we just pull up a simple treasury of                                            
scripture knowledge and                                                         
we look to romans chapter 3 verse 11                                            
none that understand it let's see                                               
um that uh                                                                      
phrase comes up                                                                 
here let's see the lord looked down from                                        
heaven upon the children of men to see                                          
if there were any that did understand                                           
and seek god                                                                    
they are all gone aside they are all                                            
together become filthy there is none                                            
that doeth good                                                                 
no not one now the source                                                       
determines the application so                                                   
the application is often by calvinist                                           
always by calvinist                                                             
is that you cannot come to believe in                                           
god                                                                             
because there is none that understandeth                                        
there is none that seeketh after god                                            
and if you were to say you know the                                             
bubba out there he is uh                                                        
he is uh seeking after god why he is not                                        
there's none that understand that                                               
there's none that seeketh god                                                   



he is dead in his trespasses and sins                                           
what can a dead man                                                             
do a dead man can do nothing and that's                                         
the calvinist way of saying                                                     
unless you're one of the elect brought                                          
to life by him                                                                  
there's absolutely no chance at                                                 
all that you are going to be saved now                                          
uh let's look at the context here                                               
of psalm 14                                                                     
and when we do go back                                                          
to psalm 14                                                                     
we have this psalm of david the fool has                                        
said in his heart there is no god                                               
they're corrupt they've done abominable                                         
works there's                                                                   
none that doeth good now uh                                                     
the lord looked down to see if there                                            
were                                                                            
any that did understand and seek god so                                         
you've got the fool                                                             
and you've got the comparison there the                                         
lord                                                                            
and the fool said in his heart                                                  
there's none that uh that there is                                              
excuse me                                                                       
the fool is said in his heart there is                                          
no god                                                                          
they're corrupt and have abominable                                             
works there's none that doeth good                                              
they are gone aside they                                                        
are all together become filthy there's                                          
none that doeth good                                                            
no not one have all the workers of                                              
iniquity no knowledge who eat my people                                         
as they uh eat bread and call                                                   
now as you see there and we could go                                            
back to roma to psalm 14 and our                                                
psalms graphically presented to look at                                         
that a little even more deeply but as                                           
you see there                                                                   
that is a description of                                                        
uh of uh of humanity describing humanity                                        
there from the fool's point of view                                             
the fool has said in his heart there is                                         
no god now                                                                      
can you take that and apply that to all                                         
people today let's go to                                                        
romans first of all uh romans chapter 3                                         
verse 11                                                                        
as it is written okay what then are we                                          
uh these are jews i believe                                                     
are we jews better than they gentiles no                                        
in no wise for we have before                                                   
proved before earlier in this book                                              
proved that both                                                                
gentiles both jews and gentiles                                                 
that all are are under sin as it is                                             
written                                                                         
there's none righteous no not one                                               
there's none that understand it there's                                         
none that seeketh god he's using this to                                        



say                                                                             
all people need a savior                                                        
indeed all people do need a savior now                                          
if you're going to go and say there is                                          
absolutely none who                                                             
understand the gospel then let's also go                                        
back to                                                                         
romans chapter 1 verse 16 i                                                     
am not ashamed of the gospel for it is                                          
the power of god                                                                
unto salvation to everyone that                                                 
they then they they can't understand the                                        
gospel                                                                          
nobody can understand the gospel there's                                        
none that understandeth no                                                      
not one but                                                                     
i'm not ashamed of the gospel now in                                            
the book of romans and i think this is a                                        
point that bollinger brings out                                                 
well in a book of in the book of romans                                         
understanding the scope of romans                                               
chapter 3                                                                       
is necessary to understand the meaning                                          
of romans 3 11. so                                                              
in romans chapter 3 is paul                                                     
arguing that you cannot                                                         
hear the gospel and understand it                                               
is he arguing that you                                                          
have to be one of the elect                                                     
in order to have a special spiritual                                            
sense of hearing in order to decode the                                         
words in order to understand that is                                            
is he arguing you must be regenerate                                            
prior to                                                                        
hearing the gospel only if you are born                                         
again                                                                           
prior to hearing the gospel would you                                           
receive it is that part of his argument                                         
at all                                                                          
no so don't make that his                                                       
argument you know the kids are good at                                          
this little little kids you know                                                
especially when they get i don't know                                           
six seven eight years old                                                       
uh they uh go to the uh candy store                                             
and they see some canned daddy you said                                         
i could have it                                                                 
you said i could when did i say that                                            
last month when we were at grandma's you                                        
said i could have                                                               
candy and you know they will                                                    
they will hear and remember and use out                                         
of context this                                                                 
is this is what a child does or                                                 
calvinist same thing                                                            
and uh bring that about so uh                                                   
there's none that understand it there's                                         
none that seeketh god the scope of his                                          
argument                                                                        
is what that both jews and                                                      
gentiles need to be saved                                                       
even jews are going to have to have the                                         



hand of god upon them the power of god                                          
the gospel of                                                                   
god upon them and there's his argument                                          
so                                                                              
take it in the scope of all of that uh                                          
let's uh just uh check again                                                    
uh in romans 3 verse 11                                                         
and let me pull up my notes from romans                                         
i have said in the past that                                                    
romans is one of those books that i've                                          
taught                                                                          
at least twice and i need to do it a                                            
third time to see what it                                                       
means probably a fourth time and a fifth                                        
time in a sixth time                                                            
uh maybe a uh tenth time and to uh                                              
bring that out okay                                                             
uh i just have a note that is quoted                                            
from psalm 14                                                                   
and so that doesn't add                                                         
any uh insight uh to us the the other                                           
the other thing i would take mentioning                                         
the scope                                                                       
uh i would uh go to bollinger here in                                           
romans                                                                          
and uh let me just pop this out this is                                         
one of the reasons i prefer the                                                 
paper copy um so you can                                                        
fit it on a page but there we go uh                                             
romans                                                                          
3 comes in this doctrinal section right                                         
here                                                                            
uh and epistolary that is                                                       
uh he is building his case                                                      
so if we went to this doctrinal section                                         
which begins                                                                    
in romans 1 16                                                                  
then he would break that down for us                                            
here                                                                            
so the doctrinal section romans 1 16                                            
through 8 39                                                                    
it comes in this section actually of                                            
sins                                                                            
the old nature its result                                                       
from 116 to 5 11. here he breaks that                                           
down even                                                                       
some more and it would come in the power                                        
of god                                                                          
revealing a righteousness of god in 212                                         
let's go to                                                                     
uh romans chapter 2 verse 12                                                    
and see if he breaks that out anymore                                           
and indeed he does                                                              
the power and righteousness of god                                              
revealed the case of the jew and the                                            
gentile                                                                         
general reasons the case of the jew                                             
general reflection the case of the jew                                          
general conclusion the case of abraham                                          
general application                                                             
so basically the case of the jew                                                
uh in the case of abraham those are                                             



going to be his illustrations and he's                                          
going to make some                                                              
reasons some reflections some                                                   
conclusions and an application                                                  
in all of that section now                                                      
we're looking at chapter three and he's                                         
talking about the case of the jew                                               
and going to bring that down to a                                               
general conclusion                                                              
so i would want to know at least in                                             
order to apply                                                                  
romans 3 11 i would want to make sure it                                        
fits                                                                            
in romans 3 1-26 and then the general                                           
conclusion that's made                                                          
beginning in romans 3 27                                                        
why is there boasting is it excluded by                                         
what law by the law of works and a by                                           
the law of faith therefore we conclude                                          
that a man is justified by faith without                                        
the deeds of the law                                                            
see the problem here is that the                                                
calvinist will take a romans 3 11 and                                           
say                                                                             
therefore we conclude that a man is                                             
justified only if he's elect                                                    
they do that by taking romans 3 11                                              
completely out of its scope                                                     
they take it out of its forest i saw                                            
just yesterday the capital christmas                                            
tree was                                                                        
delivered uh and i don't know where it's                                        
from this year last year it was from the                                        
kit carson national forest uh right here                                        
where we live                                                                   
and it's set up there well guess what uh                                        
that uh tree let's say last year's tree                                         
from the kit carson national forest                                             
uh it was cut it down                                                           
it was delivered across the nation it                                           
was set up in front of the capitol                                              
and was made beautiful and today it                                             
is dead because it was moved out of its                                         
forest                                                                          
take romans 3 11 out of its forest and                                          
it's going to                                                                   
die the same way so they'll take romans                                         
3 11                                                                            
there is none that is righteous no not                                          
one they'll                                                                     
cut that tree down they'll transfer it                                          
over to another forest the forest of                                            
calvinism                                                                       
and say you must be one of the elect                                            
otherwise you can't be saved and that                                           
tree is going to die                                                            
because that's not where that tree was                                          
planted                                                                         
keep it where it's planted let it now                                           
now that you've looked at romans 3 11                                           
back up and see the forest                                                      
and the forest comes down to again                                              



verse 28 therefore we conclude that a                                           
man                                                                             
is justified by faith without deeds of                                          
the law                                                                         
is he the god of jews only no also of                                           
the gentiles                                                                    
the the conclusion that paul gives is                                           
totally different than the conclusion                                           
that the calvinists often give uh so                                            
i uh appreciate your question there                                             
uh manny in san antonio thank you uh                                            
for that uh                                                                     
and uh appreciate that uh let's                                                 
see let's go down to dan in                                                     
arizona um                                                                      
which says after i                                                              
put bollinger back where he belongs                                             
there we go um                                                                  
bollinger belongs right here in your                                            
desk so that you can turn over and see                                          
all that and it's so much easier                                                
and if you get a two dollar pair of                                             
glasses you know even                                                           
make a good christmas gift for someone                                          
wouldn't it uh                                                                  
speaking of christmas gifts you know                                            
we've got to                                                                    
stop and pay the sponsor every now and                                          
then don't we                                                                   
uh this is new on the website from adam                                         
to jesus                                                                        
i used to sell this in a                                                        
different uh title i can't remember the                                         
title a timeline of                                                             
of uh world history i believe or                                                
timeline of biblical history or world                                           
history i think it's called                                                     
it was a little taller uh than this one                                         
uh that one went out of print and i i                                           
hated it because i loved it                                                     
uh so now it's it's back in print in a                                          
little bit different format from adam to                                        
jesus                                                                           
this makes just a spectacular gift got a                                        
uh                                                                              
anybody who loves the word from say                                             
junior high                                                                     
or high school bible student                                                    
homeschooler                                                                    
uh to a pastor to uh                                                            
you know just a neighbor who loves                                              
history but maybe doesn't love                                                  
the word of god it's just so beautiful                                          
that they'll take it                                                            
and they will look at it and it's got uh                                        
here                                                                            
from uh adam to jesus it's got this                                             
timeline and it gives this                                                      
uh what is what do you call that uh                                             
a genealogy uh from adam and it just it                                         
it gives                                                                        
all of the roots and uh goes on down                                            



through history                                                                 
and this part was in the old one it was                                         
a little bit                                                                    
it was probably this full size and then                                         
there was uh more on top of that so                                             
the old one was a little more uh                                                
challenged to put on the bookshelf so to                                        
speak                                                                           
down below this has got dates on it and                                         
you look down below and there's other                                           
things that                                                                     
happened in the world during that time                                          
you can                                                                         
also uh take it and                                                             
you can just spread it out and look at                                          
it and                                                                          
holy you know uh hang it on the wall                                            
anything that you uh want to do                                                 
like that now also this one has                                                 
something the other one had                                                     
some world history things on the                                                
backside on the back side of                                                    
this is this panorama of jerusalem i                                            
won't go all the way out                                                        
i think this is 13 feet or something                                            
like that                                                                       
and yeah 13 foot                                                                
uh creation to crucifixion timeline                                             
and a 13 foot panorama of jerusalem in                                          
33                                                                              
a.d and uh                                                                      
let's see i think it's 26.99                                                    
i may be off a few dollars on that uh                                           
price                                                                           
but uh i got some of those in stock if                                          
you want uh you know speaking of good                                           
christmas gifts well speaking of good                                           
christmas gifts the annals                                                      
of the history of the world oh wouldn't                                         
somebody                                                                        
be delighted to get that on christmas                                           
morning you wouldn't see them the rest                                          
of the day                                                                      
they'd just be sitting by the fireplace                                         
reading the annals of the world                                                 
that would make somebody's christmas                                            
that one's a little more expensive                                              
but uh it's money not gonna have any by                                         
next year anyway                                                                
just as well spend it on grandpa                                                
now to dan's uh question sorry dan took                                         
me a                                                                            
long way to get around there i should                                           
work for the airlines or something                                              
shouldn't it takes a long time to get                                           
the plane where it's supposed to be                                             
is jesus required to keep the law                                               
deuteronomy 24 4 and jeremiah 3 8                                               
i suppose we're actually saying was                                             
jesus required to keep the law                                                  
we don't know what life is like at the                                          
right hand of the father i'm sure                                               



there's uh not sin going on                                                     
there but jesus will be reigning on                                             
earth                                                                           
in the future is jesus required to keep                                         
the law deuteronomy                                                             
chapter 24 and                                                                  
her husband which sent her away may not                                         
take her again                                                                  
to be his wife after that she is defiled                                        
for                                                                             
that is an abomination before the lord                                          
and thou shalt not                                                              
cause the land to sin which the lord thy                                        
god giveth thee for an inheritance                                              
now here in some marriage laws and maybe                                        
i'll                                                                            
figure out uh the direction of putting                                          
that together here in just a moment uh                                          
let's look also at jeremiah chapter 3                                           
verse 8 and i saw when all the causes                                           
whereby the backsliding of israel                                               
committed adultery put her away                                                 
and given her a bill of divorce yet uh                                          
her treacherous sister judah                                                    
feared not but went on to display the                                           
harlot also okay                                                                
now i uh i think i think i know the                                             
connection the direction that                                                   
dan is going here jesus of course finds                                         
the woman caught in adultery                                                    
and he says go and sin no more                                                  
uh now uh her former husband would send                                         
her away may not take her again to be                                           
his wife                                                                        
after that she is defiled for that is an                                        
abomination of the lord                                                         
and thou shalt not cause the land to sin                                        
uh okay i would want to first of all i                                          
would want to                                                                   
check the context we're not going to                                            
here so we're going to make some                                                
assumptions                                                                     
that uh she being defiled                                                       
is a                                                                            
a woman who was sent away for                                                   
divorce uh her husband                                                          
excuse me four adulteries they were                                             
divorced for adultery her husband                                               
caught her in adultery sent her away                                            
he may not take her again to be his wife                                        
after that she is defiled for she is an                                         
abomination                                                                     
before the lord thou shalt not cause the                                        
land to sin                                                                     
uh i think there's a couple of things                                           
going on here first of                                                          
all and back in our series on                                                   
john when we had chapter seven the woman                                        
caught an adulterer and spent two or                                            
three weeks on that                                                             
uh in in one of those sessions                                                  
i talked some about the intricacies of                                          



the law                                                                         
as it came to a woman caught in adultery                                        
uh and i am not sure                                                            
and it's i don't think we have enough                                           
information to be totally sure                                                  
but i'm not sure that we can apply                                              
uh the the aspect of stoning which is                                           
what they wanted to do                                                          
to the woman caught in adultery i think                                         
we even see that here in deuteronomy                                            
chapter 24 verse 4                                                              
is the only thing it says is her husband                                        
can't take her back                                                             
but uh it doesn't say                                                           
she needs to be stoned and the stoning                                          
was if i recall going by memory the                                             
stoning                                                                         
was for an unmarried woman                                                      
who is having an adult having adultery                                          
with a married                                                                  
man and it was different strangely                                              
enough i don't know why i didn't write                                          
it                                                                              
it was different for a married woman who                                        
is having an adulterous relationship                                            
with a married man                                                              
in the john 7 account there's nothing                                           
about                                                                           
whether or not she goes back to her                                             
husband                                                                         
jesus just says go and sin no more now                                          
there's                                                                         
there's another issue here that                                                 
uh comes into it and that is                                                    
uh is jesus                                                                     
uh authorized if you watch the rifle man                                        
we'll say                                                                       
deputized has jesus been                                                        
deputized to be the one that carries out                                        
the law                                                                         
actually i don't i don't think you could                                        
give the argument that he is                                                    
jesus is not of the tribe of levi                                               
the tribe of levi had the spiritual                                             
authority                                                                       
so is jesus required to keep the jewish                                         
law                                                                             
yes but does the jewish law                                                     
require jesus to carry out the                                                  
punishment                                                                      
no as a matter of fact if jesus were to                                         
carry out the punishment                                                        
he might be breaking the jewish law uh                                          
it would be i suppose like uh                                                   
i don't know in uh in our state                                                 
uh probably like many of your                                                   
liberal states uh you know thou                                                 
shalt not have anybody to your house for                                        
thanksgiving                                                                    
and if i happen to look and see that my                                         
neighbor has a bunch of cars at his                                             
house                                                                           



is it my job to go and                                                          
carry out the whims of the governess                                            
no so                                                                           
i might if i don't like my neighbor go                                          
say                                                                             
but i can't do anything about it                                                
uh it's it's not uh it's not my role to                                         
uh to uh carry out the law i've not been                                        
deputized                                                                       
so to speak so i think that's where it                                          
comes assuming that                                                             
dan that i'm making the right connection                                        
uh here with uh deuteronomy chapter                                             
24 and john chapter                                                             
um chapter seven                                                                
thank you dima for enjoying today's                                             
program happy thanksgiving to you too                                           
i think in texas you can have people                                            
over to your house can't you or go                                              
visit your kids or something is that                                            
legal in texas uh surely texas hasn't                                           
gone uh loon has it um                                                          
okay let's uh go to                                                             
um saint croix county now has to wear                                           
masks                                                                           
i                                                                               
i think probably uh someday it'll have                                          
m-a-s-s non-compliance                                                          
to ever get over this craziness but                                             
we'll go on deb up in the ozarks good to                                        
see you                                                                         
today and uh the question is have you                                           
heard of the mega city called                                                   
naom if i'm pronouncing that right in                                           
saudi arabia                                                                    
some say this is the new babylon is that                                        
think i heard in passing something about                                        
this                                                                            
uh but                                                                          
let's um                                                                        
let's look this up just uh real quick                                           
um and uh naom                                                                  
an accelerator of human progress                                                
a bold vision a living laboratory and                                           
hub for innovation a sustainable                                                
ecosystem                                                                       
for living and working that means                                               
they're going to use somebody else's                                            
money                                                                           
a model for the new future scroll down                                          
for more information what the new future                                        
like might uh look like a bold and                                              
audacious                                                                       
dream kind of like the one nimrod had                                           
it is a vision of what a new future                                             
might look like                                                                 
uh naomi means new future it's an                                               
attempt                                                                         
to do something that's never been done                                          
before                                                                          
except for when nimrod did it uh it                                             
comes at a time when the world needs                                            



fresh thinking and new solutions                                                
it all sounds dangerous to me so far                                            
uh the world actually needs some                                                
old thinking and some old solutions you                                         
know back like when things actually                                             
worked                                                                          
naom is being built upon the red sea                                            
in the northwest saudi arabia as a                                              
living                                                                          
laboratory that my guess is                                                     
this is uh just south of jordan                                                 
uh i i looked at the map but red sea                                            
would have to be                                                                
uh south of jordan at the red sea where                                         
it comes up together you remember                                               
israel uh is uh if you're looking on a                                          
map                                                                             
israel is to the left jordan is to the                                          
right you have                                                                  
eliat the the red sea                                                           
israeli town beautiful place we've got a                                        
new airport there now                                                           
um i've uh i've spent several nights                                            
there                                                                           
but always kind of in a rush i would                                            
love to just go spend a week on the red                                         
sea                                                                             
enjoying the beauty a lot of people a                                           
is the jordanian town on the other side                                         
so probably you go just down a little                                           
farther and you're into saudi arabia                                            
my guess is it's there an attempt to do                                         
something that's never                                                          
been done before let's see being built                                          
on the red sea north                                                            
west saudi arabia as a living laboratory                                        
a place where entrepreneurship and                                              
innovation will chart the course for the                                        
new future                                                                      
naom will be a destination a home for                                           
people who dream big and want                                                   
to be part of building a new model for                                          
sustainable living                                                              
working and prospering naomi                                                    
will include towns and cities ports and                                         
enterprise zones research centers sports                                        
and entertainment                                                               
venues and tourist destinations it will                                         
be the home and workplace for more than                                         
a million                                                                       
citizens from around the world                                                  
um and a new future                                                             
with a uh a new home uh                                                         
ah i wondered who was behind it here i                                          
want to say vision of his royal highness                                        
crown prince mohammed bin salman                                                
i'm totally going by memory here                                                
but i want to say                                                               
that the current king of saudi arabia                                           
is somewhat of a moderate conservative                                          
uh certainly has some progressive ideas                                         
in terms of the middle east anyway                                              



but his son crown prince mohammed bin                                           
salman                                                                          
and maybe will open up saudi arabia                                             
to you know the modern times though                                             
again saudi arabia is worlds ahead of uh                                        
you know iran or any of the uh places uh                                        
uh held i i think that                                                          
saudi arabia eventually is going to have                                        
good working relationships with israel                                          
unless there's a president biden                                                
and president biden is his israel middle                                        
east policies                                                                   
go back to the dark ages of the obama                                           
and clinton eras and uh it'll be a                                              
backwards move for                                                              
israel in that sense but let's go on his                                        
royal highness                                                                  
and is the center priest of a                                                   
centerpiece of saudi arabia's 2030                                              
vision plan to grow and diversify a                                             
saudi economy and position the country                                          
in a                                                                            
to play a leading role in global                                                
development while noam is being                                                 
driven and initially funded by saudi                                            
arabia                                                                          
it's an international project that will                                         
be led populated and funded                                                     
uh from people all over the world a                                             
place on earth                                                                  
like nothing on earth uh it's not just a                                        
place it's a mindset ah                                                         
yeah ideally located in the world                                               
that is in a place in the world where                                           
nobody wants to live                                                            
which means they have the uh the land                                           
and with modern technology today you can                                        
make the desert bloom to                                                        
borrow out of context a little bit uh                                           
from scripture                                                                  
so i have no doubt that they could build                                        
uh you know this great fantastic                                                
city there i would say                                                          
that um it sounds like                                                          
the same kind of philosophy                                                     
uh that is uh                                                                   
just right out here a few uh                                                    
miles from me the earthship earthship                                           
biotexture                                                                      
by biotecture that is uh this sort of                                           
new                                                                             
way of living where you build your house                                        
off other people's trash                                                        
and uh they actually make some                                                  
uniquely beautiful i don't know if i                                            
would want to use the word beautiful by                                         
itself                                                                          
uh but some uniquely beautiful homes                                            
but it's the same kind of you know                                              
earthship community it's this uh same                                           
sort of                                                                         
uh you know not just a place it's an                                            



idea                                                                            
where you eliminate your utility bills                                          
you get your electricity from the sun                                           
and the wind you catch water from the                                           
sky                                                                             
for drinking bathing which they don't do                                        
often cleaning                                                                  
showering washing flushing uh all of                                            
that kind of stuff and                                                          
here it is about uh uh well if i can                                            
make that map                                                                   
uh get out get rid of that thing there                                          
uh so here is taos where all those are                                          
and it's about                                                                  
uh right here about 10 or 12 miles                                              
outside of taos                                                                 
so i don't know that i would go and say                                         
you know this is totally new thinking                                           
nobody's ever thought about this                                                
there were honduras tried a few years                                           
ago i've been meaning to look to see                                            
what happened they                                                              
had this enterprise zone that was a city                                        
uh much like this                                                               
so the the the new thinking is uh                                               
kind of old and hasn't worked yet                                               
um i would say you know some say this is                                        
the new babylon                                                                 
is this possible is deb's question                                              
i think that this is not the new babylon                                        
but this this and the earthships and                                            
several other things                                                            
may be the building blocks for the new                                          
babylon                                                                         
to where finally they figure out what                                           
this is going to be                                                             
i have no doubt that uh there's enough                                          
money behind this                                                               
uh this just with the crown prince's                                            
money                                                                           
enough money behind it that especially                                          
with the biden presidency in the united                                         
states uh not doing oil anymore and that                                        
uh will fund his                                                                
vision even some more at the cost of                                            
american jobs                                                                   
that something will happen that will be                                         
something fairly spectacular                                                    
uh i have no doubt about that is                                                
it the new babylon i would say no                                               
is it the same concept of                                                       
future babylon i would say probably so                                          
uh and therefore would be good for                                              
students of the word to                                                         
look at i wouldn't at all look and say                                          
look it's babylon it's babylon i would                                          
say no it's noah                                                                
and and you know they're going to learn                                         
some things from noah                                                           
that are going to help them for babylon                                         
very uh                                                                         
interesting excuse me there uh very uh                                          



interesting i appreciate you                                                    
bringing that to my attention i had                                             
heard the name and i                                                            
hadn't uh followed through and uh seen                                          
that so i                                                                       
i'm glad uh you uh brought that up                                              
uh okay i'm out of time got a few more                                          
questions                                                                       
don't put any more but i am gonna take                                          
the questions i've got uh                                                       
joel up in grand rapids michigan bible                                          
doctrines to live by                                                            
how do you prove free will and doesn't                                          
that                                                                            
stand in opposition to calvinism                                                
i think free will absolutely stands in                                          
opposition to calvinism                                                         
and the problem with proving                                                    
is that it is a                                                                 
of of uh calvinists                                                             
doctrine within calvinism                                                       
they have to prove that there is no                                             
free will because free will is an                                               
enemy to calvinism so almost                                                    
maybe we could even drop the word almost                                        
but i'll say almost any time you have a                                         
discussion on free will                                                         
it is in the venue of talking about                                             
calvinism                                                                       
uh now this is where it becomes i think                                         
a challenge and a problem to discuss                                            
free will because there                                                         
are so many assumptions                                                         
preconceived notions all that that build                                        
up to                                                                           
where the freewill argument comes in                                            
that                                                                            
you you you can't really even start the                                         
conversation                                                                    
which is then why of course joel asked                                          
the question how do you approve free                                            
will                                                                            
and and wherever you start you you can't                                        
get anywhere                                                                    
because of the mindset that they have so                                        
you have to back up and you have to                                             
figure out                                                                      
which domino is at the beginning that                                           
makes all this fall                                                             
i think by the way that the first domino                                        
is that of total depravity and                                                  
unfortunately i think even                                                      
dispensationalists                                                              
conservative evangelicals                                                       
fundamentalists they have all                                                   
adopted the idea of total depravity                                             
which is has been adopted so strongly                                           
and and preached so strongly that                                               
you are basically a heretic if you don't                                        
believe in                                                                      
total depravity but if we begin to look                                         
at it we would say                                                              



the doctrine of total depravity is not                                          
really a a biblical doctrine                                                    
and the doctrine of total depravity goes                                        
back to that romans 3 11 the doctrine of                                        
total depravity is that you could not                                           
hear and accept the gospel even if you                                          
wanted to                                                                       
it is uh impossible it is uh uh                                                 
certainly not going to happen                                                   
so arguing free will                                                            
i would say is almost a uh                                                      
uh you know let me let me use lucas                                             
mccain's uh                                                                     
word to his son mark save your breath                                           
for cooling your soup                                                           
you're not going to get anywhere with                                           
the conversation                                                                
if you can back up and                                                          
deal with the issue of total depravity                                          
and deal with the issue of                                                      
is man so radically corrupt                                                     
to use the words of varsity sproul is he                                        
so radically corrupt                                                            
that he in order for anybody to be saved                                        
god is going to have to come in and uh                                          
and and choose some of them that will be                                        
saved uh                                                                        
is that a biblical idea if you can back                                         
them up to their most                                                           
most uh don't want to back up to there                                          
because they want to have a conversation                                        
on free will                                                                    
maybe because they know we can talk free                                        
will all day long and                                                           
in the end we don't get anywhere in that                                        
uh conversation                                                                 
um uh let's see linda                                                           
says linda in lexington do you think                                            
that one of the reasons the jews                                                
uh have uh uh with the triune god                                               
uh one of one of the uh objections that                                         
jews have with the triune god                                                   
is because in hebrew there is no good                                           
word for uh                                                                     
trinity um dr fruchtenbaum                                                      
says they use the word shelloosh                                                
but that just emphasizes three the                                              
hebrew                                                                          
i pronounced it perfectly                                                       
or do you think their oral law is to                                            
blame uh                                                                        
so the the bottom line of the question                                          
is is the problem linguistic                                                    
or is the problem uh                                                            
or a law uh                                                                     
you know in a sense                                                             
the english language had the same                                               
problem                                                                         
the english language had to invent                                              
uh it's not a word that is even found in                                        
the bible                                                                       
uh so we had to                                                                 



to bring it up we had to make it                                                
uh probably like the word passover i                                            
believe william                                                                 
tyndale coined the word passover because                                        
he needed a word                                                                
one word to describe all of uh that                                             
and so we have we now have that in the                                          
english language let's look at oxford                                           
english dictionary                                                              
and uh see here the etymology of the                                            
word                                                                            
and                                                                             
try out a trio christian news christian                                         
uses from tertullian                                                            
195 now okay he                                                                 
he said trinus trine uh if                                                      
if if if i'm interpreting this correctly                                        
it looks like latin theology probably                                           
for the purpose of tertullian uh                                                
speaking of christian theology uh yeah                                          
also in other languages from the latin                                          
uh i would                                                                      
almost completely guess then that                                               
christianity developed the word trinity                                         
therefore probably i could be wrong here                                        
probably in non-christian                                                       
uh languages like say chinese                                                   
japanese is there a word for trinity                                            
other than one that has been imported                                           
from                                                                            
from the latin uh i i i'm gonna guess                                           
there's not i'm gonna guess if you went                                         
to some of the                                                                  
uh jungle languages of africa there's no                                        
word for trinity                                                                
uh if you went to uh some of the uh uh                                          
tribal languages of south america no                                            
word for trinity                                                                
if you go to the japanese language the                                          
chinese that's all i guess i don't know                                         
this for sure                                                                   
uh so i i think that hebrew probably if                                         
you go to the uh                                                                
um the middle eastern languages or                                              
arabic no word for trinity                                                      
uh because english didn't have a word                                           
for trinity or i might say english uh                                           
grew out of latin and greek uh but greek                                        
didn't have a word fraternity                                                   
latin had to make a word for trinity my                                         
guess is again i don't know if you could                                        
prove it                                                                        
but my guess is uh tertullian                                                   
you know in the uh what uh second third                                         
centuries                                                                       
uh tertullian and those so-called early                                         
church fathers                                                                  
they created a word for trinity because                                         
they needed it                                                                  
uh so therefore the problem would not be                                        
so much that the language doesn't have                                          
the word for it because no language had                                         



the word for it                                                                 
it is that the uh                                                               
the the concept was not allowed                                                 
therefore i would i would blame it more                                         
on the oral law                                                                 
i think when you go into uh you know                                            
even the the hebrew                                                             
uh the shema hero israel the lord our                                           
god is one                                                                      
there's there's two words for one and                                           
the word for one there                                                          
ahead i believe it is i may have my uh                                          
hebrew mixed up                                                                 
but uh the hebrew word for one actually                                         
means unity                                                                     
the lord our god is unity uh and                                                
obviously uh you know elohim is in the                                          
plural                                                                          
uh you know the uh the the lord adonai i                                        
believe it is                                                                   
elohim is ehad the lord is                                                      
the the god's plural is unity uh                                                
is what their language says which is                                            
pretty trinitarian                                                              
uh but                                                                          
they increase in the christian era which                                        
is                                                                              
where the mishnah and the written oral                                          
law would come from                                                             
they had rejected the trinity                                                   
and so it's that assumption if you will                                         
so                                                                              
i think uh i'm gonna i'm gonna go with                                          
oral law i'm gonna blame it on oral wall                                        
uh maybe you could uh certainly in a in                                         
a                                                                               
closer study on this we could uh dig                                            
that uh in a little farther                                                     
and uh look at that more closely but                                            
uh i think that uh                                                              
that that's certainly what you have                                             
um and um                                                                       
and and so the teaching to overcome                                             
a lack of a trinitarian acceptance                                              
among the jewish people is one of those                                         
foundational keys                                                               
that you need to go back into the hebrew                                        
scriptures and                                                                  
show that it certainly does allow for                                           
trinity                                                                         
though the word is not there the concept                                        
certainly is and the word is not there                                          
in english                                                                      
and the word is not there in hebrew but                                         
let's go back and build the concept so a                                        
study of god theology proper                                                    
is really where you would need to begin                                         
with the jewish                                                                 
jewish people to start you know even                                            
back in genesis chapter one                                                     
uh you know the lord god said let us                                            
make man in our own image okay who's                                            



who is us let's have a good discussion                                          
on it let's look at uh                                                          
the rabbinical teaching let's look at                                           
hebrew scripture let's look at the                                              
hebrew itself let's uh                                                          
let's carry that out so let's question                                          
the assumptions if you can                                                      
work with a jew and jews are good                                               
thinkers so it's                                                                
possible to carry that out i appreciate                                         
all of that uh thank you um                                                     
ah jim i hadn't seen that now who just                                          
flew to naom                                                                    
uh for a meeting with the prince                                                
uh yeah again i think that                                                      
um if biden doesn't mess it all                                                 
up and i am certainly not at this point                                         
even uh calling the election                                                    
uh but if there's a president biden                                             
um again i think                                                                
he's going to bow down and kiss the                                             
sandals of the ayatollahs                                                       
because that's all he knows to do i mean                                        
for 47 years                                                                    
and uh and is that that's that is what                                          
was done in the middle east                                                     
and uh it's hard to teach old dog new                                           
tricks                                                                          
and kamala harris certainly bought into                                         
all of that uh                                                                  
line about the palestinians and the the                                         
evil jews in the middle east and all                                            
that                                                                            
stuff so so netanyahu is doing a good                                           
thing to                                                                        
as quickly as he can try to secure                                              
some of uh this uh this positive stuff                                          
that's happening in the middle east                                             
as it relates to peace with israel                                              
netanyahu would be foolish not to do it                                         
i know again that some                                                          
dispensational bible teachers                                                   
in my opinion read too much into what's                                         
happening in the middle east the peace                                          
movement in the middle east                                                     
but netanyahu would be it would be a                                            
dereliction of duty                                                             
for netanyahu not to try to develop                                             
peace                                                                           
with the sane players of the middle east                                        
and i think that the crown prince of                                            
saudi arabia is probably                                                        
one of those same players just like the                                         
uh the the king of uh                                                           
jordan would we agree with him on                                               
everything and                                                                  
no we wouldn't but but we could work                                            
with him                                                                        
and the best way to work with them                                              
is to cut iran off at the pass                                                  
and uh cut terrorism off at the pass                                            
and not allow not not allow them to have                                        



a place                                                                         
at the table and that's the problem with                                        
obama                                                                           
and the biden way of thinking is they                                           
not only wanted to give them a place at                                         
the table they wanted to apologize that                                         
we were at the table                                                            
and just a ridiculous way of thinking                                           
so uh there it is i'm out of time again                                         
over time again how about that it just                                          
keeps happening                                                                 
uh and uh check                                                                 
dispensationalpublishing.com the blog                                           
in just a little bit we'll have it up                                           
there on uh uh churches and nonprofit                                           
status it's a little more of a technical                                        
article ministry monday if you're a                                             
pastor you're probably interested in                                            
that                                                                            
if you're an accountant or an attorney                                          
maybe you're interested in that if                                              
you're someone's just curious a 501c3                                           
status maybe you're interested in that                                          
check that out if you're starting a                                             
church maybe you're interested in that                                          
but i'll be back tomorrow and after                                             
tomorrow we will be off wednesday                                               
thursday and friday always off on                                               
saturday                                                                        
and then we'll be back on sunday                                                
but no wednesday and thursday broadcasts                                        
this week                                                                       
and monday and tuesday ask the                                                  
theologian i look forward to seeing you                                         
then until then you keep questioning the                                        
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